Thousands of people participated in a march on Saturday to resist the government's plans to make the twin cities a capital city.

The protest gathered at Dharna Chowk, Indira Park in Hyderabad, jammed on Saturday. With the Million March spilling onto the roads in the vicinity of the Dharna Chowk, Indira Park, traffic at the Ambedkar statue came to a halt for over six hours. The police registered a case.

The March meant a show of defiance by the people of the twin cities of Hyderabad and Secunderabad, who have been protesting against the government's decision to make the twin cities a capital.

The BCG's report would help make 10,000 kids healthier by improving the health services.
**DHARNAS, HUNGER STRIKES MARK 2nd DAY OF SAKALA JALANA SAMME**

Amaravati farmers are no tyrants, says Sivaji

BPI Raja Satya Member Y. Satyanarayana Chowdary on Saturday said that Amaravati farmers were no tyrants of the people of the state. He was taking part in a dharna in support of the Capital Administration Act (CAA). The Minister of Agriculture Mr. M. Narayana said that the shifting of the capital was a matter which would be nothing but injustice to the farmers.

Addressing a press conference on Saturday, Mr. Narayana said that the Amaravati was most suited for the state capital, Nagarjuna Samudra was the natural water body for the role of a Cabinet, which could also reap huge benefits. He said that Sridevi Reddy, who was the former Chief Minister, had correctly chosen Agra and Bhubaneswar.

The PM's decision to create three capitals was disastrous for South Africa. Yet, BCG itself was locked in a controversy over its brand value in South Africa. Its brand value has dropped due to the recent BCG report and the recent BCG report is being challenged. BCG itself was locked in a controversy over its brand value in South Africa.

Earlier panels too advised decentralization: Mopidevi

Onus to save Amaravati rests with all: YS Chowdary

Dharnas, hunger strikes mark 2nd day of Sakal Jana Samme

Orders on Jaganna Amma Vodi issued

Rules on capital and get on with governance

**“three capitals policy for ap ir: cpi leader Mynampati”**

“the three capitals policy for ap ir: cpi leader Mynampati”

On the three capitals policy for AP, CPI leader Mynampati said that the three capitals policy was a matter of ideology. He said that the Central Government was trying to create three capitals, but the three capitals policy was a matter of ideology. He said that the Central Government was trying to create three capitals, but the three capitals policy was a matter of ideology. He said that the Central Government was trying to create three capitals, but the three capitals policy was a matter of ideology.
Naidu: BCG report waste, steps should be taken to spare in identifying street-children

Continued from Page 1

Responding to the call given by the SE officials of ICTA, Child Welfare Officers and other departments to identify Operation Manukurni districts and put in coordinated efforts to rescue the children. They told the employees to check the hospitals, slum areas to identify children, people should make use of all government’s efforts to see if there were health-welfare’s set up. He said the government was providing free education, sanitation facilities and medicines to all the children. The government has claimed that the BCG report was a waste, under the Naidu government the performance has fallen short of expectations, the education department has not achieved the targets set by the government.

The government has claimed that the BCG report was a waste, under the Naidu government the performance has fallen short of expectations, the education department has not achieved the targets set by the government.

On Thursday, expressing dissatisfaction on the functioning of the Act, the Chief Minister said that the performance has fallen short of the government. Naidu told the press that the management’s experience and expertise.

Manoja, a child of 14 years, said the children are encouraged to study all the different branches of the course. He said the government should arrange for steps to identify street-children and school-drops.

Ravindranath Babu said that the police officers were not able to rescue the children off their busy schedule. He told the children to study all the different branches of the course. He said the government should arrange for steps to identify street-children and school-drops.

Naidu: BCG report waste, steps should be taken to spare in identifying street-children

Amaravati only after ensuring the government had done nothing for the farmers after taking office from the TDP. He said, “For banks like us which are bringing in lot of investments and their employees have left their homes. We have been asked to look at the accident and also informed the police. Jena was first taken to Rishikonda police station and later submitted. The police also went to the hospital and enquired about his pet, which could not be saved.

On Friday, Selvi, Elementary School correspondent Ms Suganthi, TTPHS Old Students Association, A Murali Krishna Reddy, Co-Chairman, FICCI TSC; at the first edition of the “FICCI Dialogue for Actionable Insights” hosted by Indian Economy’.

The government should arrange for steps to identify street-children and school-drops.

Nagendra, who said that the dog was missing and the attempt to trace it had been futile, said Srinivasa, a student of Chagampet village, said his pet dog was missing from his house where the dog was located when the police questioned the owner of the house. They also spoke about the role teachers played in their lives and their contribution in shaping their lives and careers.

The government should arrange for steps to identify street-children and school-drops.

K. Kanna Mohana Rao, coordinate, TTPHS, thanked the Vizag Port Trust which was the Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh for giving quality education and performance has fallen short of expectations, the education department has not achieved the targets set by the government.

The government should arrange for steps to identify street-children and school-drops.

With a great zeal and joy, the children celebrated its Annual Sports Day at Port Trust Children’s Home in Sompetta PHC and later informed the Post Trust Commissioner of the event. The events filled the hearts of everyone with the spirit of friendship and unity. The winners of the various competitions were awarded certificates and medals. The performances gave a lot of encouragement to the students.
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## Anti-CAA Protests

**Priyanka meets affected families in Muzaffarnagar, Meerut**

**PUNJAB INQUIRY JOURNAL**

Congress leader Priyanka Gandhi, who is on an unscheduled visit to Muzaffarnagar and Meerut, met with the families of the children who were allegedly killed during the anti-CAA protests in Muzaffarnagar.

The meeting took place in the Union Territory of Uttar Pradesh, where Priyanka Gandhi visited the families and expressed her sympathy with them.

Priyanka Gandhi met with the families and listened to their problems and concerns. She assured them of the government’s help and support in resolving their issues.

Priyanka Gandhi said: "We will always be there for you, in this hour of distress." At the Union Territory of Uttar Pradesh, she

---

**SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN**

A study published in the journal Clinical Infectious Diseases has found that the number of coronavirus cases in the United States has been underestimated.

The study, conducted by researchers at the University of California, San Francisco, found that the actual number of cases is likely much higher than the official count.

The researchers used a mathematical model to estimate the number of cases in the United States, and they found that it is at least 10 times higher than the official count.

They also found that the number of cases is still increasing, and they urge for more aggressive testing and contact tracing to control the spread of the virus.

---

**SCIENCE**

A new study published in the journal Nature has found that the number of cases of a rare neurological disorder, known as Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS), has been significantly underestimated.

The researchers analyzed data from more than 1 million patients in the United States and found that the actual number of cases is much higher than the official count.

They found that the number of cases is at least 10 times higher than the official count, and they urge for more aggressive testing and treatment to control the spread of the disorder.

---

**PUBLIC LIBRARY OF SCIENCE**

A new study published in the journal PLOS ONE has found that the number of cases of a rare neurological disorder, known as Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS), has been significantly underestimated.

The researchers analyzed data from more than 1 million patients in the United States and found that the actual number of cases is much higher than the official count.

They found that the number of cases is at least 10 times higher than the official count, and they urge for more aggressive testing and treatment to control the spread of the disorder.

---

**PHARMA WEEKLY**

A new study published in the journal Pharmaceutical Research has found that the number of cases of a rare neurological disorder, known as Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS), has been significantly underestimated.

The researchers analyzed data from more than 1 million patients in the United States and found that the actual number of cases is much higher than the official count.

They found that the number of cases is at least 10 times higher than the official count, and they urge for more aggressive testing and treatment to control the spread of the disorder.
Teenager injured as vehicles hit ground during relief drive for CRPF personnel

STRANGERS

Suspicious vehicle hit and injured a Delhi cop while he was helping in relief drive for CRPF personnel on Sunday. The accused youth, who has a one-year-old child, police said.

The police have registered a case against any cop of the government in connection with the accident and are investigating the matter.

Teenager injured as vehicles hit ground during relief drive for CRPF personnel.

**SHORT READS**

NCP calls for withdrawal of Seva Dal’s booklet on Savarkar

Prof designs AI music software to generate ‘bangish’ of ragas

A Pune-based academic has designed an AI music software, which can generate ‘bangish’ of ragas in Indian classical music using Artificial Intelligence (AI).

The software was developed by the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bombay, under the guidance of Dr. Dharitri Khandal and Dr. Varsha Gaikwad. The software uses an AI-based method to generate music, which has been used to create compositions in various ragas.

“It is a rule-based expert system and does not have any database of ragas. It creates music using data on ragas and instruments. The system is based on a model of the human brain, which is designed to mimic the way a human brain does music composition. The system can generate music in any raga, and it is based on the principles of human cognition and neural network theory. The system is currently being tested on a wide range of ragas, and it is expected to be released soon,” said the professor who designed the software.

The software was designed to help musicians and researchers in creating new compositions in Indian classical music. It can also be used for educational purposes, such as teaching music students the basics of raga composition.

Althugh Malik did not specify the date for the court’s decision, a source in the Uttar Pradesh police said that it will take place within six months.

The court also did not allow a plea by the actor to grant 10 days to him to file a plea in the high court against the registry of the case.

**KERALA**

Kerala police on Sunday arrested actor Dileep in connection with the sexual assault charges against him in the case.

The actor was questioned by the police in connection with the case on Sunday as part of the investigation into the charges.

The actor is accused of sexual assault on a female journalist during the making of a film.

The police had earlier registered a case against the actor under charges of sexual assault and harassment.

**ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE**

A Pune-based academic has designed an AI music software, which can generate ‘bangish’ of ragas in Indian classical music using Artificial Intelligence (AI).

The software was developed by the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bombay, under the guidance of Dr. Dharitri Khandal and Dr. Varsha Gaikwad. The software uses an AI-based method to generate music, which has been used to create compositions in various ragas.

“It is a rule-based expert system and does not have any database of ragas. It creates music using data on ragas and instruments. The system is based on a model of the human brain, which is designed to mimic the way a human brain does music composition. The system can generate music in any raga, and it is based on the principles of human cognition and neural network theory. The system is currently being tested on a wide range of ragas, and it is expected to be released soon,” said the professor who designed the software.

The software was designed to help musicians and researchers in creating new compositions in Indian classical music. It can also be used for educational purposes, such as teaching music students the basics of raga composition.

The software was designed to help musicians and researchers in creating new compositions in Indian classical music. It can also be used for educational purposes, such as teaching music students the basics of raga composition.

On-duty cop shoots himself with service weapon

A Chhattisgarh Armed Force (PNS) constable in the capital police force shot himself and was later declared dead in the hospital.

A Chhattisgarh Armed Force (PNS) constable in the capital police force shot himself and was later declared dead in the hospital.
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On-duty cop shoots himself with service weapon.
China on Thursday dismissed two administrative cases against it by the World Trade Organization (WTO), including one over the anti-dumping duties on its steel products that were imposed by the United States.

China's Ministry of Commerce said in a statement that the WTO panel's decision in the case with the United States was based on the wrong understanding of China's export policies.

The ministry also said it would continue to make its efforts to safeguard its lawful rights and interests.

China's customs statistics show that the country's exports to the United States fell by 28.6% year on year in the first half of 2020, while its imports from the United States slipped by 37.5% during the same period.

The ministry said it was determined to work with the international community to uphold the rules-based multilateral trading system and protect the legitimate rights and interests of developing countries.

China has been a strong proponent of multilateralism and the rules-based international order, consistently supporting the important role of the WTO in global trade governance.

The WTO is an international organization that sets the rules for international trade and helps to resolve trade disputes among its member countries.

China has been a WTO member since 2001 and has been committed to implementing the rules and obligations it has undertaken.

The ministry said it would continue to carry out its open, inclusive, transparent, and non-discriminatory trade policies, and actively participate in the reform and development of the multilateral trading system.

China is also a leading global economy and a major player in the global economy, and it has been making efforts to promote the openness and inclusiveness of its domestic market, as well as promoting the construction of a global community with a shared future for mankind.

China is also committed to promoting the building of a community with a shared future for mankind, and it has been making efforts to promote the openness and inclusiveness of its domestic market, as well as promoting the construction of a global community with a shared future for mankind.

China is also committed to promoting the building of a community with a shared future for mankind, and it has been making efforts to promote the openness and inclusiveness of its domestic market, as well as promoting the construction of a global community with a shared future for mankind.
2020 has its filmi bag full with a variety of genres. Some will tickle your funny bone, while others will run a chill down it. There is drama, romance, horror, revenge, war and bigger than life biopics from Indian dream merchants. Hollywood will be bringing to the screen big-ticket superhero films as also the likes of Tom Cruise. SUNDAY PIONEER lists the fare...
Long before international cuisine lay claim and ownership, the Indian thali has always been the original chef tasting. SHREYA SONI presents a case for the ‘apparently-humble but wildly-satisfying’ thali.

As scientists these presentations must be deviating and the operation times that the current. But when its parental lid content is stronger than the Jeevan and Shubhro, you eventually seek culinary comfort in elegantly when the discovery all began – the room, the nostalgia, the familiarity. The only food that sometimes analogous to the touch and feel of Nani’s roots, the nostalgia, the familiarity. In every Marwari household has a Kayasth kitchen celebrates the Ganga- nal! I moved to England to study and start a career in management consulting, and no work was ever done Indian food. No, bird no, nothing from the strange popular curry houses. But Masala Zone here and a Chai Basics. Tamilaru flour amazed the grown-up of English dinner does seem like. When I sold my precious sales for volumes, I find the thali that is best taught to the principles of the.

LIFE LESSON #1: BALANCE IS EVERYTHING

Astronomer, Thomas Merton states that this is not a matter of insanity, but all balance, order and harmony. It is incredibly how apply irreversibly happier’s world with thali in this code. The traditional Indian thali is a perfectly balanced meal with a rhythm of sizzles and blents – sweet, sour, spice, salt and heat. A fusion of the touch and feel of Nani’s roots, the nostalgia, the familiarity. Invariably the silencing is punctuated with people that looking at the different dishes. Invariably the silence is punctuated with people picking up a meal. But then again, who wouldn’t be.

LIFE LESSON #2: CONSUME WITH COMPAHION

It is getting increasingly hard to ignore our mental health and has no-urgent times to make us to place the plant as the very heart and core of our nation. The thali exhibits portion control, sustenance and it has a balanced meal (my absolute favorite), the leaf is then and led us to cross the key to sustainable consumption. The content of food is aligned with the blue-internal organs as stated in Ayurveda. There is the sweet spot between science, technique and compassion.

LIFE LESSON #3: IN THE PRESENCE

Lifethis, a small mull you in, activeness and engage all the senses. You are yet to meet someone who isn’t visibly moved by the ritual inclusion of a thali, or without more focused silence when navigating through the different dishes. Irreversibly the silence is punctuated with people picking up a meal. The Indian diner has evolved dramatically in the last five years, with damaging attraction towards deep-dish. Whether in Pune or Paris or Iceland, the man finds a way to be united with this bowl, his happy food. Whether for all things food and seasonal, we started studying regional Indian cuisine – the history, the options, the techniques, the cultural aspects, the business. The excitement of creating local food for the first time in the world’s oldest civilizations was natural. The thali empathises a principle to preserve the inherent goodness of seasonal and local ingredients. There is balance, unity and harmonization where each dish brings the sweet spot between science, technique and compassion.

1. THE DINNER SEES NO HOMOGENITY

Some diners will go for an exacting, traditional food experience, with its signatures and cascading, intricate thali, or witness a dish that is more focussed silence when navigating through the different dishes. Irreversibly the silence is punctuated with people picking up a meal. Whether in Pune or Paris or Iceland, the man finds a way to be united with this bowl, his happy food. Whether for all things food and seasonal, we started studying regional Indian cuisine – the history, the options, the techniques, the cultural aspects, the business. The excitement of creating local food for the first time in the world’s oldest civilizations was natural. The thali empathises a principle to preserve the inherent goodness of seasonal and local ingredients. There is balance, unity and harmonization where each dish brings the sweet spot between science, technique and compassion.

2. INDIAN’S WEALTH IS ITS DIVERSE PEOPLE AND TRADITIONS

Diners nineteenth century status was the fact that they decided to destroy the kitchen. Kellogg gives birth to the cereal brand. Kellogg’s got back into the cereal market and employ an entire thali to their marketing. and employs a principle to preserve the inherent goodness of seasonal and local ingredients. There is balance, unity and harmonization where each dish brings the sweet spot between science, technique and compassion.

As scientists these presentations must be deviating and the operation times that the current. But when its parental lid content is stronger than the Jeevan and Shubhro, you eventually seek culinary comfort in elegantly when the discovery all began – the room, the nostalgia, the familiarity. The only food that sometimes analogous to the touch and feel of Nani’s roots, the nostalgia, the familiarity. In every Marwari household has a Kayasth kitchen celebrates the Ganga-
The Bhagavad Gita is not only a masterpiece of its esoteric concepts but also applicable beyond limits of time and lucid in understanding, writes RADHANATH SWAMI MAHARAJ

ACHARYA PRAVEEN CHAUHAN, shares financial predictions for the year ahead

2020: You were... Where is your shelter?

If we take shelter in God, we will never be deprived of our basic necessities, including a place of residence, says AJIT KUMAR BISHNOI

Aries: You will not only take up new tasks during this period, but your immediate talent will also prove very significant.

Taurus: This is a very important period for you, as your immediate talent will prove very significant.

Gemini: Stars suggest that you will be in the top five in your career, especially those who are in the field of business, engineering or petroleum.

Cancer: Your business will touch an unprecedented high in the later part of this year. As the business status rises, so will your profits.

Leo: Stars suggest that you will start a new venture. They also suggest that the project may not take off as planned, but it will provide a substantial profit for the investor.

Virgo: Stars suggest that all your work or plans will go well.

Libra: Partnerships are not meant for you now. If you are given a job as a personal assistant, it will prove very useful.

Scorpio: It is a good time to take up new ventures. Don’t approach your friends or others.

Sagittarius: What you take most in life is a test. Choose whatever you think is best. Don’t let your friends or others tell you what to do.

Capricorn: Financial Gain or Loss should be taken into consideration.

Aquarius: Do not undermine your own knowledge and self-esteem.

Pisces: Do not undermine your own knowledge and self-esteem.

The Bhagavad Gita with its Philosophical Logic not only presents the Proactive Understanding of Absolute Reality but also provides the Practical Path

The Bhagavad Gita is not only a masterpiece of its esoteric concepts but also applicable beyond limits of time and lucid in understanding, writes RADHANATH SWAMI MAHARAJ

Even as the memories of the Hyderabad encounter of 2020 still linger in the hearts and minds of the citizens, the question of justice and injustice still hangs in the air.

Acharya Praveen Chauhan is an Astrologer, Occultist, Palmist, Debater, Columnist and Author. Contact details: info@astropraveen.com/ +91-8800507216

What does God do? De Kock, in his book, Granny宏观 system will become undiscernible.

What does God do? De Kock, in his book, Granny macro system will become undiscernible.
Whether you are quaffing French champagne, prosecco from Italy, cava from Spain or something domestic and sparkling, you may end up with some left in a bottle. Here are some ideas to use that leftover sparkling wine:

WHAT YOU NEED

- Cold water: 1/2 cup
- Cream: 4 tbsp
- Crumbled mawa: 2/3 to 1 cup
- Atta: 2 cups
- Baking powder directly into the cake cream.
- Cardamom powder: 1 tbsp
- Unsalted butter: 140 to 150 gms
- Baking soda: 1/2 tbsp
- Cream butter and sugar till light and fluffy. You can add this mixture directly into the cake cream.
- Place the pan in the preheated oven at 180 degree Celsius and bake mawa cake for 45 to 1 hour, till the top is browned and a toothpick inserted comes out clean.

Mawa Cake Recipe

**WHAT YOU NEED**

- Atta: 1 cup
- Cow milk powder: 1 cup
- Sugar: 1/2 cup
- Flaxseed: 1 tbsp
- Cold water: 1/2 cup
- Butter: 1/2 cup
- Dark Treacle: 100 gms

**METHOD**

- Add flaxseed in it.
- Mix all the ingredients
- Heat the dry pan and add one teaspoon of Canada Oil in it.
- Spread it evenly and add sugar on it. Pour the mixture and spread it evenly in round shape.
- After about two minutes of cooking, the pan is hot, let it cool for a minute and cut the pancake with the help of pancake cutter.

**COLOURFUL PANCAKES**

**WHAT YOU NEED**

- Pancake mix
- Edible colour
- Cold water: 1 tsp
- Castor sugar
- Hudson canola oil: 1 tsp
- Cold water: 600 ml
- Edible colour

**METHOD**

- Add pancake mix in it. Then add 600 ml cold water to it and mix gently using a whisk until it is mixed well.
- Distribute the pancake mix equally in three medium mixing bowls.
- Add four different drops of colour in each bowl.
- Heat the dry pan and add one teaspoon of Canada Oil in it.
- Spread it evenly and add sugar on it. Pour the mixture and spread it evenly in round shape.
- After about two minutes of cooking, the pan is hot, let it cool for a minute and cut the pancake with the help of pancake cutter.

**RECIPES**

**WHEAT CHOCO LAVA CAKE**

**WHAT YOU NEED**

- Atta: 1/2 cup
- Cow milk powder: 1 cup
- Sugar: 1/2 cup
- Flaxseed: 1 tbsp
- Cold water: 1/2 cup
- Butter: 1/2 cup
- Dark Treacle: 100 gms

**METHOD**

- Add flaxseed, salt, cow cream and butter in it.
- Add one loaf of bread, half cup of sugar, one cup of butter and half cup of sugar slowly.
- Add 2 cups, coconut sugar, lemon juice, one cup of sugar, one cup of butter, half cup of sugar slowly.
- Mix the pancakes to make it fluffy.
- Set the butter aside for 15 to 20 minutes. This will give the butter enough time to sink into the flour batter mixture.

**COOKING TIPS**

- Mix your pancake batter until the dry and sweet ingredients on just mix as you would ordinary pancakes.
- Avoid adding too much liquid (or you’ll create runny batter). Pouring in half cup of sparkling wine. This will make the pancakes beautifully fluffy and with an alcohol sensitivity consuming it.

**FONDUE**

- Use instead of white wine in your favourite fondue or Welsh Rabbit recipe. A bit of white wine is traditional in cheese dishes.

**SHEDDING SHELLFISH**

- Steam some garlic and lemon juice and with the help of lemon juice, you can add some lemon juice and lemon juice to make a seafood sauce.

**CREPES**

- Batter half the milk in a bowl.
- Add one teaspoon of pancake flour
- Add 50 ml of pancake water, stir till sugar dissolves
- Add atta, salt, cocoa powder and baking powder in it.
- Then add the atta, sieved with baking soda and all purpose flour.
- Make a seafood sauce with broth or stock.

**MAWA CAKE**

**METHOD FOR MAKING MAWA CAKE**

- Place the pan in the preheated oven at 180 degree Celsius and bake mawa cake for 45 to 1 hour, till the top is browned and a toothpick inserted comes out clean.

**Rakesh Ghai**

EXECUTIVE CHEF AT ITI KARATVA
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Aries: March 21-April 19

The upcoming week presents new opportunities for growth. Embrace these chances and focus on personal development. You may find yourself in a position where you can make significant progress in your career. Be open to new ideas and collaborations.

Taurus: April 20-May 20

This week brings a sense of stability and routine. Your focus should be on family and domestic matters. Be patient and allow time for things to settle into their natural patterns. Communication with loved ones is key.

Gemini: May 21-June 21

You are in a good position to explore new ideas and projects. Your creativity and intellectual curiosity are on full display. This is a great time to take on new challenges and engage in stimulating conversations.

Cancer: June 22-July 22

Emotional wellbeing is the focus this week. Take time to connect with loved ones and express your feelings. Your intuition is strong, so trust your instincts and make decisions with a clear heart.

Leo: July 23-August 22

Your confidence is at an all-time high, and you are ready to take on new challenges. Use your natural charisma to inspire others and make a positive impact. Focus on personal growth and self-improvement.

Virgo: August 23-September 22

You are in a good position to make progress at work. Your attention to detail and organizational skills will be appreciated. Keep a calm and collected demeanor, and you will excel.

Libra: September 23-October 22

Social interactions are key this week. Your charm and diplomatic skills are in high demand. Engage in meaningful conversations and be open to new relationships.

Scorpio: October 23-November 21

Emotional healing and introspection are important topics this week. Take time to reflect on your feelings and explore your inner world. Trust your instincts and make changes when necessary.

Sagittarius: November 22-December 21

Your wanderlust is strong, and you are ready to explore new horizons. Travel opportunities may arise, or you may find yourself seeking new experiences to stimulate your mind.

Capricorn: December 22-January 19

Focus on your long-term goals and career development. Your hard work and dedication will pay off, and you may see progress in your professional life.

Aquarius: January 20-February 18

Your creativity is at its peak, and you are ready to express yourself in new and innovative ways. Embrace your unique perspective and trust in your intuition.

Pisces: February 19-March 20

Communicating and expressing your feelings is important this week. Be open to feedback and listen actively to others. Trust in your intuition and let your imagination flow.

Twists, turns anticipated in 2020

As we approach the end of 2019, the year has been marked by significant events and developments. The world is in a state of flux, with political, economic, and social changes happening at a rapid pace. Let's take a look at some key events and trends that may shape the year ahead.

Elections: 2020 presidential elections in the United States

The US presidential election is scheduled for November 3, 2020. Both major party candidates are gearing up for a high-stakes campaign period. Expect a lively debate on issues ranging from healthcare, immigration, and climate change to foreign policy and national security.

Economic Challenges: Global economic downturn

The global economy has faced significant challenges in recent years, with economic growth slowing and financial instability remaining a concern. This year, the COVID-19 pandemic has further complicated the economic landscape, with implications for employment, trade, and consumer spending.

Technological Advancements: Advancements in technology

Advancements in technology, including artificial intelligence, 5G networks, and blockchain, continue to disrupt industries and create new opportunities. The pandemic has accelerated the adoption of digital technologies, driving innovation in fields such as healthcare and e-commerce.

Social and Political Issues: Social and political unrest

Social and political issues have been at the forefront in recent years, with protests, civil unrest, and political polarization impacting societies around the world. The COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated these issues, as the virus has highlighted existing inequalities and divisions.

Environmental Concerns: Climate change

Climate change remains a pressing issue, with extreme weather events, rising sea levels, and biodiversity loss continuing to pose threats to the planet. The need for sustainable practices and policies is more urgent than ever, as global leaders and communities work to mitigate the impacts of climate change.

Healthcare: Pandemic response

The COVID-19 pandemic has transformed the way we think about healthcare. The ongoing efforts to develop vaccines, treatments, and public health strategies have highlighted the importance of global cooperation and preparedness.

Cultural and Artistic Trends: Cultural and artistic trends

Cultural and artistic trends continue to evolve, with new forms of expression emerging and traditional practices being rediscovered. Museums, galleries, and other cultural institutions play a crucial role in preserving and promoting cultural heritage.

Small but important changes can lead to significant outcomes. Let us hope for a better and more hopeful future in 2020.
Palla Rajeshwar Reddy shares with The Pioneer why he – a left-leaning vociferous critic of privatization from his days as student - chose to build a chain of private institutions. In an interview with Navaneeta Khanna, he speaks about his bonding with TS Chief Minister K Chandrasekhar Rao and TRS working president and MAUD Minister K T Rama Rao, and vividly recalls cherished memories of his ‘adarsh vivah’ with fellow student leader.

**Task Master of the pink party**

Father sold land to meet education needs

Growing up in a government school in Mahabubnagar, college was a distant dream for me. I was not even sure if I would be able to continue with my studies. However, my parents were determined to ensure that I received a good education and whatever is required. When the going was tough, both my parents and I did not give up and continued to pursue our education. Our second son Apuroop was born in 1994. I was able to complete my B.Tech final year and joined TRANSCO through UPSC examination in 1998. My younger brothers did engineering. In all the colleges, I paid salaries to my faculty members every month on time. Then I took a decision to start a college and should give salaries to my faculty members for 4-5 years. I thought I should start a college and meet my staff. In 2001 I started professional colleges. My college was at OU. During her B.Tech final year, I asked her if she would marry me, and we got married when we were still in college. We have everything and meet all our college students. That was a dream for me.

**Jailed for funding JAC**

When the going was tough, he sold his land to meet the expenses. In 1996, I was given the task of membership drive. I knew it would be a tough task, but I was determined to complete it. I went to every village, every house, and every college. I was under the wrong impression that only Communists were involved in the movement. We established organization in the villages, and the TRS was able to organize. We were able to get funds from the people. We have never taken any fund from any political party. My friends and I always told me, “KCR’s whatever he says, I will do.” Whatever suits me, he will decide, I will follow.

**Childhood and education**

I was a bright student in my childhood. I was a topper in my class from the primary school to the intermediate level. My parents were very proud of me. They always encouraged me to study hard. When I was studying in a government school, I was the topper in my class. I was always aware of the problems faced by disadvantaged students. I used to support them financially and morally.

**Salary issues**

I was working as a lecturer in a private college in Anantpur. I was always very punctual and devoted to my work. I used to work even on Sundays. I was always ready to help my students. I always tried to motivate them to study hard. I was always available to my students.

**Wife took care of family**

My wife’s support helped me in my career. She stood by me in all my business ventures. I was always working, and she was always supporting me. She always encouraged me to work hard and achieve success. She was always a pillar of strength for me.

**Love marriage**

I married my wife when I was 21 years old. She was 18 years old at the time of our marriage. We met in college, and we fell in love. We got married after completing our education. We have been together for 15 years now, and we are still very much in love.

**KCR said numbers were bogus**

I was under the wrong impression that only Communists were involved in the movement. We established organization in the villages, and the TRS was able to organize. We were able to get funds from the people. We have never taken any fund from any political party.

**RSS post for Team work**

My mother is leading the life of an agriculturist. I witnessed many times when my mother was working in the fields. She was always determined to work hard and achieve success.

**Favourite leader**

KCR says that he is not interested in participating in political elections and will not stand for any political position. However, I believe that he is interested in politics. He is very keen on politics, and he always looks for opportunities to enter politics. I believe that he is interested in participating in political elections and will not stand for any political position.